Free Family Fun, Shows & Learning
36th Annual DuPage STEM Expo 2020
Inspire the Next Generation of STEM Professionals

Join Illinois Tech for complimentary family fun, shows and learning at DuPage Area STEM Expo (formerly known as DuPage Area Engineers Week) for an interactive exploration into science, technology, engineering and math. The event is free and open to the public with over 50 displays, presentations, projects and activities for school age children, grades K – 12.

The DuPage Area STEM Expo, in conjunction with National Engineers Week, is a specialized event designed to promote learning and the awareness of opportunities provided among STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) fields.

Some things to do at the Expo
Nitrogen and Cryogenics at the infamous Mr. Freeze show.
- See robots from the Chicago Area Robotics Group.
- Visit a simulated earthquake table and construct an "earthquake resistant" LEGO® skyscraper.
- Augmented Reality and Voice Assistant demonstrations with immersive holograms, simple light demo and voice activated Big Data queries.

- Extinguish a simulated fire and experience a hands-on modern fire detection and alarm simulation.
- Interact with humanoid robots
- Build a suspension bridge and a rover
- Learn what keeps airplanes flying from the ASME.
- Have a shocking and hair raising experience with the IEEE-static electricity generator.
- And more for hands-on STEM exploration activities for children.

WHERE
Illinois Institute of Technology
Daniel F. and Ada L. Rice Campus
201 East Loop Road,
Wheaton, IL

WHEN
Saturday, February 22, 2020
10:30 am - 3:30 pm
(Complimentary admission and parking)
The DuPage Area STEM Expo, in conjunction with National Engineers Week, is a specialized event designed to promote the awareness of professional and educational opportunities provided among engineering and STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) fields.
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